
 
 

What gets people to be DRIVEN? 
 

Definition of Motivation: the reason or reasons one has for acting or behaving in a particular way. 
 
Definition of Driven: (of a person) relentlessly compelled by the need to accomplish a goal; very hard-
working and ambitious. 
 
Definition of Passion: strong and barely controllable emotion. 
 
To be DRIVEN, you need PASSION.  
 
Has there been a time in your life when you really wanted something? You wanted it so badly that you 
stopped at nothing to get it?  
 
Whatever your goal is, you need to be driven by a passion so strong that you will not allow anything to 
stand in your way of achieving that goal. If you don’t feel that type of passion, maybe you have chosen 
the wrong goal.  
 
Ask yourself:  

1. What do I really want my life to be like?  
2. Why do I want it?  
3. What do I have to do to get it?  
4. What am I willing to let go of to get what I want? 

 
Many people never succeed, or if they do succeed, they do not maintain the results. Why? Because they 
lack the passion they need to be willing to let go of certain things.  
 
It’s all about finding the balance of what you want and making it fit with what you are willing to give up. 
If you are not willing to give up certain things, that’s OK. It’s not wrong, but you may have to lower your 
expectations. Also keep in mind that being miserable because you have given up certain things is not 
where you want to be either.  



Finding the balance of:  
 

1. What you want, with  
2. What must be given up, and  
3. Still being happy.  

 
That’s the goal. 
 
Here’s an example:  
(Please note: This example is from September 2016. My, how our lives have changed.) 
Last night, someone chose not to go to a movie with friends so they could go to bed early to make sure 
they could wake up early to come to class this morning. Giving up a movie in exchange for exercise is a 
tough decision the first time you make it. That decision is made based on what you want to achieve in 
the future, not on how you are feeling at that particular moment. These are the decisions that lead to 
success.  
 
Success is finding a way to let go and abandon what feels good right now in exchange for how you want 

to feel in the future. 

How do you give up what feels good right now? 

1. Recognize how it is holding you down and stopping you from achieving your goal.  

2. Decide what feels better – instant gratification right now or the feeling of truly living your goal? 

3. Decide what you want more. 

How passionate are you? That is the ultimate determining factor.  
 
Ups and downs are inevitable. That’s just life so expect them to happen, but do not let the downs 
dampen your passion. What’s most important during a downturn is to be aware - be aware of how you 
are feeling and what you are thinking.   
 
Making food and lifestyle choices based on how you desire to feel and think, brings meaning and 
purpose to changing habits which develops a motivation that is much deeper than any scale can provide. 
It develops passion, and passion is what drives you forward. 


